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General introduction and description of the experiment
Genotype X environment interactions - the differential
response of genotypes to varied environments, when present, introduce biases in genetic and environmental improvement predictions. There are two ways by which a
breeder can circumvent the undesirable consequences of
such biases: (1) by grouping the genotypes according to
their regions of optimal adaptation and (2) by changing the
testing design to minimize such interaction effects through
manipulation of plot size, plot shape, number of replications
and number of test environments. Tree breeders favor
selection and breeding for wide adaptation partly because
of the great variation in site classes for which they breed
and partly to avoid working with narrowly adapted populations with restricted genetic bases that might prove vulnerable to pests and adverse future environments. Also,
there are practical limitations as to how far testing designs
can be manipulated to reduce the impact of genotype X
environment interaction in tree breeding; the long duration
of the tests and the high hazards of the foreist environment
often determine the lower limit of the number of replications and the number of trees per plot. Furthermore, difficulties of obtaining seed of all the families for testing at
any one time is a well known constraint on the number of
test evironments possible.
While selecting and testing genotype~sfor broad adaptability, it is important to obtain estimates of the amount of
bias in genetic gain prediction due to genotype X environment interaction effects. Of particular importance in the
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widely adopted population improvement breeding strategies
is the ratio of additive genetic variance X environment
interaction to additive genetic variance. To date, tree breeding experiments reported in the literature have not been
big enough and well designed to provide the type of information referred to here because of (a) insufficient specification of genotypes studied, (b) insufficient numbers of
genotypes studied or (C) insufficient numbers of test environments studied.
The experiment reported here was designed to provide
information on the relative size and importance of genotype X environment interaction and genotypic stability in
a genetic improvement program with loblolly pine. The
experiment had its origin in the controlled crosses made by
WOESSNER
in 1964 and 1965 to explore the p~~ssibilities
of
heterotic combinations from wide crosses. The original experimental objective of value assessment for wide crosses
was included in the reported investigation for completeness.
The investigation was designed to answer the following
questions:
1. Do open-pollinated progeny, local single crosses, and
wide crosses differ in genotypic stability?
2. What is the most suitable genotypic stability parameter
for use in loblolly pine family comparisons?
3. Do wide crotsses show heterosis and, if so, how consistent is the heterosis over several environments?
4. To what extent can the genotype X environments interaction observed reduce the repeatability of family
means over environments?
5. To what extent can genotype X environment interaction bias estimates of components of genetic variance
and consequently genetic gain predictions?
6.1s there evidence of genetic differentiation within the
loblolly pine range which could be utilized to broaden
the gene base of breeding populations?
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